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This is a time of spiritual revolution. This is a time when great inspiration 

moves through our hearts, minds and spirits. This is a time for love to supersede 

any personal darkness or challenge. This is a time when we need to heal the 

division between head or heart, thought or feeling, sectarian schism, or 

between sacred and secular. This is a time whereby we recognize that nothing 

unreal can exist when we are surrounded by love, as love is the only reality!

 

On March 6th, 2019 a sudden force of nature was unlocked, to support this 

revolution, a force that was encoded millennia ago into a deep well of land in the 

area known as Ground Zero, and at the southerly tip of the island of Manhattan. 

This energy encoding was placed into the crystal that lies deep beneath ground 

level, deep within the mica rock that forms the foundation stone of Manhattan. 

It was positioned during the completion of the great civilization of Atlantis, 

something like 13,000 years ago, and now this deep well opens creating a portal 

- a doorway through which the startling knowledge of how we earth beings are 

quickened to live as one consciousness, and through the force of love.
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This portal reveals that the knowledge and experience of truly seeing that on 

the mortal plane we may not be perfect beings all of the time, but that on the 

spiritual plane we are indeed perfect all of the time. Who we truly are – perfect 

creations of the Divine Mind, and unlimited in our potential – is the most 

positive expression of our consciousness, and so we see ourselves identified as 

enlightened, when, as spirit made flesh we manifest magic, creating miracles 

shaped from physical form.

 

This knowledge allows us to identify more with spiritual laws than with the 

material reality, and from this perspective we see that we are pure light. No 

thought or dark situation – meaning no lovelessness in your mind or anyone 

else’s can have sway over you - for you are destined to evolve the greatest 

vision of you, subjected to create who you truly are, and what the universe has 

planned for you. Your mistakes, your challenges, and other people’s opinions 

about you do not limit you, or anything that you wish to create.

 

This time is a doorway to a new awareness that the only answer to all our 

problems, is that love will triumph over hate, guilt, shame, denial, fear, disease 

poverty, wickedness etc, and that the only answer to evil is goodness. This 

doorway to peace is a doorway to a new possibility that the path of sorrow may 

become a path of joy.

 

March 6th gave us all a tremendous opportunity, reinforced by unique astrology 

with a new moon in Pisces, which enabled us to step forward into a new way of 

being. And so an emotional detox took place, healing our body from negative 

pollutants. Please can you continue the work by:
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1. Let go of worrying

2. Let go of guilt

3. Let go of fear

4. Let go of anger

5. Let go of “what if!”

6. Let go of impatience

7. Let go of judgement

8. Let go of criticism

9. Let go of blaming

10. Let go of regret

11. Touch nature once a day

12. Laugh in full delight once a day

 

When we transmute negative states, miracles become part of our soul’s truth, 

emerging from intelligence beyond our own. This spiritual intelligence brings 
inner light to what can often be a darkened world, for spiritual comprehension 

or miracle mastery is a realignment of the false programming you might have 

received from childhood, or indeed from prior incarnation.

 

Miracle Mastery literally involves giving up old stories or ways of being, whilst 

the Universe writes you a new story. Living thus means you will transcend all 

challenges by seeing that you are a child of God, carrying the eternal perfection 

of innocence within you. Being a child of God means you are a recipient of 

endless power and infinite possibilities, allowing you to feel within a seam of 

golden creativity, that will help you create your wildest dreams.

 

Miracle Mastery means you have the ability to place your consciousness exactly 

where you need to, knowing who you are, and what lives within you. For the 

cosmos is within, God’s power is within, love is within and therefore you will 

always feel supported. When we live out like this, miracles become natural, and 

love is continuously received, enabling to become pure expressions of love.
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